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Introduction
From 1960 last century, the development of robot technology has been greatly advanced. In large quantities serial mechanism industrial robots appeared and have been widely applied in many different fields because of simple structure, large operate areas and dexterous movement [1, 2, 3] . For the serial mechanism robots, a large amount of measures for kinematics and inverse kinematics have been proposed. Denavit-Hartenberg put forward D-H method which has been accepted broadly by many learners [4] . Iteration method can also solve the problem of kinematics and inverse kinematics [5, 6] . Chapelle utilizes Genetic Algorithm to calculate the closed form solutions for inverse kinematics approximation of general Six-DOF manipulators [7] . Tejomurtula Uses Neural Networks to analysis the inverse kinematics of serial mechanism robots [8] . Screw theory is an available and easy way to solve kinematics of robots, but is hard for inverse kinematics [9] . Pieper propound a simple and convenient method for a kind of robots whose three axis cross in one point [10, 11] . In this paper, we find a project coordinate system, and find the solutions for Six-DOF robots whose three axes of wrists cross in one point. Then, we discuss the workspace and singularity of the robot. After that we put forwards a transitional stage to make sure that the robot can pass the wrist singularity points without stopping. The simulation and application prove the feasibility of the transitional stage.
The model of Six-DOF robot
In D-H method, we use four parameters to describe the relationship between the former link and the latter link. The Fig. 1 shows the four parameters between two links, where i-1 a represents link length, i-1 α represents link twist, i d represents link offset, and i θ represents joint angle. In the project coordinate system we also use the four parameters of D-H method, but the direction of X, Y, Z-axis will keep immovable which is movable in D-H method. The model of Six-DOF robot using project coordinate system is shown in Fig. 2 , {i} i=1, 2…6 represent link coordinate system, {7} represents tool coordinate system. 
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We can get inverse kinematics of Six-DOF robots, and the solution is shown in expressions (2), {7} is the tool end, {6} is the position end. When we want to get the inverse kinematics, we use 0 and when the robot is in singularity. We can get the sum angle 4 θ and 6 θ from expressions (2).
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The transitional stage for robot singularity
If we design a program to let the robot pass the singularity without stopping, the robot's workspace will be enlarged. More importantly, the robot can be dexterous. In this paper we only talk the singularity of the wrist, that is to say 5 0 θ = . Transitional stage is the essential program parts dealing with singularity. A transitional stage is a stage finished by software that if we detect 5 0.0001 θ < , we use the software make sure the wrist move slowly, especially when inverse kinematics solution of the next control cycle is at a different quadrant compared with the inverse kinematics solution in the current control cycle .The whole control process of Six-DOF robot is shown in Fig 3 and Fig. 3 The whole control process Fig. 4 The transitional stage control process
We can design the control interface and simulation model of Six-DOF robots using VC++ as is shown in Fig 5and Fig 6. We simulate the robot working in the singularity. In this paper we show the effect the tool of the robot moving along X-axis. If robot's tool is moving a line along X-axis, supposing the following initial condition is exists 13 23 m = m = 0 and 4 6 = = θ θ 0 .From expression (2), we can get the sum of 4 θ and 6 θ is π or -π .In transitional stage, we can allot 4 θ and 6 θ , then the robot can accomplish the movement along X-axis. Fig. 5 The control interface Fig. 6 The simulation model of Six-DOF robot Fig 7 shows the process that the Six-DOF industrial robot is working in singularity moving along X-axis. In Fig 7, the first and the third figure show the robot working in the transitional stage from different angle of view; the second small figure shows the robot moving along the positive direction along X-axis, while the last figure shows the robot moving along the negative direction along X-axis. Fig. 7 The Six-DOF industrial robot is working in singularity moving along X-axis In order to specify the advantages bringing by transitional stage, we use Monte Carlo method to analysis the workspace. The approach for Monte Carlo method goes as follows : (a) get the tool coordinate system orientation and position relative to original coordinate system; (b)set circle number M, using function rand to create random number series belonging 0-1, and creating step length max min (θ -θ ) rand × .Then, the joint angle of industrial robot random variable is shown in the expressions (3), and max i θ represents the largest value of the i joint angle of robot, whereas, min i θ represents the lest value of the i joint angle of robot. Table 1 The bound of the joint angles of industrial robot
0～90 0～60 0～60 0～90 0～120 0～180 150 550 110 750 102 Fig. 8 shows the workspace of the Six-DOF industrial robot before the transitional stage is finished utilizing the parameters in the table 1, while Fig. 9 shows the workspace of the Six-DOF industrial robot after the transitional stage is finished utilizing the parameters in the table 1. Apparently, the work space is widely enlarged when the transitional stage is used. Fig. 8 Workspace without transitional stage Fig. 9 Workspace using transitional stage
The application of transitional stage Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 show the effect after transitional stage is applied on the welding robot made by SIASUN, the experience reveal the availability of transitional stage. The compatibility and efficiency of the transitional stage should be improved. Fig. 10 Welding robot made by SIASUN Fig. 11 Welding robot working in singularity Advanced Materials Research Vols. 490-495 1939
Summary
In this paper, a project coordinate system is discussed, and the wrist singularity of the Six-DOF industrial robot is analyzed. In order to make sure the robot can pass the wrist singularity without stopping, the transitional stage is proposed. The simulation results prove that the transitional stage scheme is useful for the robot movement in singularity; it can enlarge the Workspace of the robot and make the robot more nimble. Although we do much work on the robot control in singularity, there is lots of work to do in the future.
